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threatened those who transgress his commandinto Atheism, until Philosophy at length drew
Now, tell me, how can men full of them out of it.
The fact, however paradoxical, is as true
pride and devoted to the most insatiable ambition, behold this alternative, they who know no now as it was in the days of Voltaire. We see,
j other happiness than that of the senses ? You in our own days, and in our own city, men
jperceive, no doubt, how great a personal inte- who have not only made theology a study, but
have also been teachers of a religion founded
rest they have in rejecting a religion which reproves their conduct and proscribes all their : on their peculiar notions of theology, avowing
pleasures. Since they have so great an inte- the essential doctrines of Atheism, though disarest in finding it false, should we be astonished vowing the name. We noticed in the daily Adat the facility with which they believe it so ?
jj vertiser, a few days ago, the following PhiloAt that age when the passions shut our eyes sophical Creed,? published by request of the
upon the truth, the most part of men confide in subscriber:
| their knowledge and talents and are often led (j I believe in the existence of a universe of
| astray by them. Every thing which flatters suns and planets, among which there is one
| our passions makes a much stronger impres- ;sun belonging to our planetary system; and
| sion on us than that which opposes them ; and |J that other suns, being more remote, are called
j the wanderings to which we are so frequently stars; but that they are indeed suns to other
subject, almost always prove that corrupting I planetary systems. I believe that the whole
j depravity which we bring into the wprld at our universe is Nature, and that the word Nature
birth, and which even in . spite of our efforts jl embraces the whole universe, and that God and
j does not quit us so long as we live. In order | nature, so far as we can attach any rational
j to form a correct judgment of any object, we ,| idea to either, are perfectly synonymous terms.
should consider it under every point of view Hence I am not an Atheist, but a Pantheist ;
and examine thoroughly all its relations. Why | that is, instead of believing there is no God, I
are our judgments so frequently unjust? bebelieve that in the abstract, all is God ; and
cause so soon as our imagination is occupied that all power that is, is in God, and that there
with an agreeable object, it only considers it is no power except that which proceeds from
under a flattering point of view ; it thinks only God. I believe that there can be no will nor
j of discovering what is pleasing, it even exag- intelligence where there is no sense ; and no
sense where there are no organs of sense ; and
gerates it; we would experience only dissatisfaction and disgust in reflections which would hence sense, will, and intelligence, is the effect,
and not the cause of organization. I believe in
serve to destroy the agreeable illusion.
It is to this source we should refer a great all that logically results from those premises,
many omissions, wilful forgetfulness as w'ell as | whether good, bad or indifferent. Hence I bean affected ignorance of every thing that would lieve that God is all in all : and that it is in
indicate the path of truth. If that truth, which, God we live, move, and have our being; and
to be perceived, requires a serious and imparthat the whole duty of man consists in living
tial examination, casts its divine light upon us, as long as he can, and in promoting as much
at a propitious moment, its rays are still weak happiness as he can while he lives.
and insufficient to persuade us, they are often
Written at Hebron, N. H. May 24, 1833.
Bv ABNER KNEELAND.
strong enough to trouble our souls, but the love
It makes hut little difference, so far as we
of ease soon carries our imagination towards
those ideas that will dissipate the salutary un- can perceive, whether the author of this creed
easiness, and we grovel in error.
call himself an Atheist or Pantheist or any
Every passion has its particular opinions and other name; it is a denial, as strong as lanlanguage: the man who is the slave of the; iruage can make it, of the personality of a God.
senses considers his pleasures as the result of a The writer of the creed undoubtedly attaches
material law which it would he unjust to con- the same meaning to the word Atheist, that
demn ; the ambitious sees in his desire of his every one else does ; the mode in which he enexaltation nothing but the soarings of a dispo- deavours to escape from its application to himself may be very philosophical, but according to
sition which 1 distinguishes great souls, a sentiment capable of inflaming the greatest genius, our weak understanding, it is supremely nona means of making nations illustrious and sensical.
The Atheists of the present day,?or the
powerful. In fine, the unbridled luxury which
confounds every condition, corrupts the morals, i Free Inquirers, if they like that name any betand at the moment that it knows no limits, is ter, ?are not quite so philosophical as Bayle
preparing, under the appearance of false pros- | j| and Voltaire. These writers, we believe, had
perity, the ruin of the states which have the jj not the boldness to contend that Atheism was
most solid foundation, becomes in the eyes of {;i preferable to Christianity. The most that can
our deceived politicians, the means of promo- be made of their argument is that Atheism is
ting the circulation of individual riches and the less dangerous than Idolatry and Fanaticism.
Voltaire, with all his infidelity in regard to
high road to the perfection of the arts.
You may now perceive easily why the lan- |j Christianity, even goes so far as to defend his
guage of the world is so opposed to truth, and predecessor against the imputation of practical
why it is always conformable to the opinion j| Atheism. ?If Bayle had had hut five or six
which we form to ourselves under the tuition of, hundred peasants to govern, he would not have
our passions ; each of them has its peculiar !; failed to announce to them a rewarding and
language, and if each is powerful enough to avenging God.? ?It is clear that the sanctity
silence that truth which opposes, what strength of oaths is necessary; and that those are more
must they not have, when all united against a to be trusted, who think a false oath will be
religion which treats them with inexorable se- punished, than those who think they may take
It cannot be
a false oath with impunity.
verity and by which they are all proscribed ?
doubted that, in an organized city, it is better
(To be continued.)
; to have even a bad religion than no religion at
all.? To Bayle?s argument tending to show
ATHEISM.
that ?a society of Atheists can exist,? Voltaire
It at first appears to be a paradox?says j replies ?? The Hottentots, and many other
Voltaire?but examination proves it to be a small populations have no God; they neither
truth, that Theology often threw men?s minds affirm nor deny that there is one; they have
ments.
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The Philosopher to Theodore.
How vain is the excuse of the man who says :
I did not believe in the truth of religion, because
it was displeasing to me, and I persisted in that
opinion by the persuasion of those who were
as much displeased with it as myself! Can we
help acknowledging, that if God is just, if he
has taught us a religion, the divinity of which
may be recognized after a little attention, he
will not fail to punish him who does not think
it worthy the trouble.
These remarks, the whole strength of which
I felt, gave me some anxiety. You make me
tremble, Father, said I ; the evidence of your
reasoning'cannot be resisted ; I acknowledge
that I have never made these reflections, which
condemn both my own conduct and that of the
greatest number of those who live in a world
which is flying from them. I perceive how
criminal this forgetfulness is, and I see with
alarm the consequences of a blindness which
would be scarcely credible, were it not so o-eneral.
Ah ! replied the Father, 1 am not surprised
at it : man is so weak 1 and he who knows the
multitude ol causes which produce indifference
in some and incredulity in others, far from being angry with them, cannot regard them but
with deep commiseration. I would desire you
to explain some of those causes to me. I will
do it with pleasure ; but this is the first day of
your convalescence, and you stand in need of
rest, we will put it oft? till to-morrow. I too,
my dear Theodore, must stop here; my next
letter will give you the continuation of my history. Adieu, my friend.
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How shall I relate to you, my dear Theodore, my next conversation with the Father ; I
distrust my memory, and I regret still more,
that I cannot give to his discourses that modest
unction, that expression of mildness and conviction with which he so well knew how to enliven them. Do not expect then from my zeal
any thing more than the faint outline of a picture which 1 found full of warmth and life.
The first principle of incredulity, resumed
the Father, resides in the passions of men.?
The Christian religion, in subduing the mind,
would also reform the heart; it not only proposes impenetrable mysteries to our belief, it
also prescribes duties for practice which are
often painful: the morality of the Gospel tends
to repress every sentiment of pride, to raise us
above our own senses and the love of creatures
considered in themselves, to desire nothing but
those goods which are invisible and celestial;
it would have us refer all our actions to God,
and our life employed in that alone which can
contribute to his glory.
Such is the end of the maxims of the Gospel,
and if Jesus Christ be God, if his word be not
vain, there is no medium : we must either submit to the laws which he has laid down, or expect to undergo chastisement with which he has
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relate a singular circumstance connected with nal of Commerce, dated London, Dec. 1833.]
On Sunday last, I visited the place where Irving
! his writings and death.
It is know n that the Rev. Abner Kneeland holds forth, and I will endeavour, in as few words
was recently tried and convicted in Boston, of as I possibly can, to give you a faint idea of what
atheism, and before the sentence he published a I heard and witnessed. Driven from the magkind of explanation of his creed, which in a nificent edifice which the piety and attachment
great measure softened, if it did not entirely of his followers had erected, he sought refuge for
do away with the belief that he was an atheist. himself and his doctrines in obscure places in
This recantation gave great offence to the Free different parts of London, until he succeeded in
Enquirers generally, but particularly to Mr. inducing a weak minded but wealthy broker,
Cohen*, who assailed him for so doing in the whose name is Drummond, to purchase two large
columns of the Free Enquirer, published in houses, adjoining each other, in Newman street,
this city. The words of Mr. Kneeland were?- and throwing them into one, he has produced a
Hence I am not an atheist but a pantheist; tolerably good,' if not a handsome chapel. On
that is, instead of believing there is no God, I entering the gateway, I had to go through a long
believe, in the abstract, that all is God, and passage, until stopped by a hatch of wicker work,
that all power that is, is God, and that there is beyond which were closed red baize doors, for
no power except that which proceeds from the entrance of the known and initiated. It was
nine o?clock in the morning, and about one or
God.?
In an article, which he signs with his name, two hundred persons were already waiting in the
Mr. Cohen assails such ?jargon,? as he called space between the gate and the door just menit, and makes the emphatic remark?? For my tioned, and as many more were crammed into the
staircases, which on the right and left led up into
oicn part, I should say, I can attach no idea to
the word God, and cannot consequently believe in a small balcony, opening upon the gallery of the
chapel. The voice of some one within, and a
him.? This was printed on Saturday, February, 16th, although the paper issues on Sunday hint from the door-keeper, convinced me that the
and on Saturday, on the very day that such an crowd were waiting until a prayer had been conavowal was made, under the deliberate sane- | cluded, and not from any want of accommodations
tion of his name, he was blown to pieces in his j within. After an hour and fifteen minutes had
laboratory, while making fulminating powder, j elapsed, the doors were opened, and atremendous
His head, we learn, by an understanding among rush took place; ladies lost their shoes, gentledoubt cut off for
the Free Enquirers, was given to the society j; men the tails of their coats,
for phrenological studies ; his arm, which was the sake of their contents) and a number of feblown off, has not since, as we are told, been males were compelled to give way to their feelj found. Thus, his body has gone one way, his ings in long and loud continued screams. I had
j{ head another, and his limb another?scattered, managed to push myself as far forward as I could,
and when the movement commenced, I was regu| we may say, to the winds.
Now, philosophers may smile, free-thinkers larly borne along without any more difficulty or
j may laugh, and atheists may ridicule the idea detriment than that occasioned by a vinegar-faced,
| of divine interposition or divine vengeance?all skinny old daughter of Eve, having driven her
j have a right to make their comment. We only sharp pointed elbow into my right si(]p,. and near
state the fact, and, say what they may, it is a stunned me with her groans add shrieks. At
singular coincidence of profession and catas- last, however, I was thrust through the door, and
trophe. We never have applied the word infi- from the pressure behind was forced, with a dozen
del to an Atheist; he who does not believe, no | others, down three or four steps and over as many
matter in what rules of faith, is an infidel. We j benches, to the sacrifice of some blood from my
are all infidels in some things, but an Atheist j nose, a sprained ancle, and the great amusement
believes in nothing. Our laws, even in this free jof those who were in perfect safety. Those who
country, punish certain offences against reli-j followed came pouring in, and most of them sufgion, such as blasphemy, profanity, indecent fered the same or a worse fate than myself. It
railings?they punish, because these are of-j was some time before any thing like order could
fences against society?against public feeling?jj be restored, and when it was finally obtained, and
they are contra bonus mores ; but we assume the the agony which I was enduring had become less
fact, that no law should punish a man for being j violent, I began to survey the place and the exan Atheist, because no human tribunal should jj traordinary scene which attracted my curiosity.
assume the power of punishment on a point I found myself in a very lofty room, about four
which belongs to God himself. Besides, if there j| hundred feet long and one hundred in width, its
is danger from infidelity?from open revilingsjj extremity terminating in an archway, behind
of religion?there is none from Atheism, for h which was a lesser room of a semi-circular form,
converts are seldom made to doctrines, against (j filled up with tiers of benches, rising above each
Atheism. ?The facts stated in the following which all nature cries aloud. We intend no other, and capable of accommodating some three
article, from the New-York Evening Star, are reflection on free enquirers by these observa- j hundred persons. The whole building is neat in
singularly striking, and furnish a theme for j tions. We know many of them personally, and its architecture, painted white, and the greater
serious reflection. It will be observed that the know them as worthy men, whom we could [ portion of it fitted up in the same manner as oreditor of the Star is a Jew ; and this fact, not trust, and who have good feelings and moral | dinary places of worship. A large glass cupola
less than his well-known intelligence and j principles; and while we look with surprise and j was the only window (if so it may be called)
shrewdness in argument, creates some surprise regret at their infatuation on this point, we j which lit up the building, and suspended from the
that he should admit?as he does in effect?- would not abridge a single right which they j centre of its summit was a very handsome carved
that the avowal of Pantheism had in a great possess, as citizens, to believe in what they gilt chandelier. Beneath the arch which I have
measure softened, if it does not entirely do please, so that society and good government mentioned, a platform is erected, covered with
away with the belief? that the author of the are not thereby injured. Poor Cohen was a| red cloth, and having much the appearance of a
Philosophical Creed? was an Atheist.? lbid. Jew, a well-educated Jew?of all nations on j Dais. It is ascended by twelve steps, which run
The untimely and melancholy death of C. j earth, the last to renounce their God?his
completely round it, and on which are seated, at
C. C. Cohen, the chemist, produced a great sen and favoured people?he who brought them certain distances, as many persons, who are desensation generally, hut more particularlyamong | out of the land of Egypt?from captivity and nominated deacons.
those who knew him, and we are gratified to bondage?who was their cloud by day, and j[ Upon the elevated spot, and on its extreme
learn that the liberality of his friends will ena- their pillar offire by night?who gave into their right, a bronze pedestal is erected, which is peble his widow and children to return with comsafe-keeping the great moral law which now culiarly classical in its appearance, and is far from
fort to their home and family.
governs every civilized nation?he who even being unlike the small altars of incense in use by
Mr. Cohen, though quite a young man, was now keeps them together as a distinct and se-|! the ancients. The top of it is covered with a
an excellent practical chemist, and his readings parate nation, for great objects hereafter.
very beautiful cushion, in stamped scarlet velvet,
generally were varied, scientific, and full of inTo disclaim and renounce, and deny that and upon that, a large closed folio Bible, superbly
terest ; but in matters of religion, he took a God, is a most rare and extraordinary instance bound, was conspicuously placed. In a handsingular and extraordinary turn, and from 'indeed! To so live without faith, aud die I some chair, rnoddled from the curule, and in the
being well educated in the Jewish faith, he bewithout hope ! ?to openly deny the existence of centre of the site of dignity, sat the great lion of
came an atheist; and we think we can safely j God, and in the same moment, as it were, be j the place?the Rev. Edward Irving. He was atsay, almost the only one of that persuasion hurried into his presence !
tired in full dress, black, and his well made legs
who, in any change of religion, utterly abanIf men cannot believe, will not believe, let; were stretched out, displaying their silk and symdoned and surrendered all belief in a first great them be silent, and not proclaim to the world j metry upon a splendidly cushioned footstool. His
cause. Mr. Cohen joined the society of Free their heresy with the view of making converts, head reclined upon his right hand, and his long
Enquirers, and preached atheistical doctrines,
black curling hair hung over his forehead and
and w as a correspondent and contributor to
The Rev. Edward Irving and the Un- upon his shoulders, in a manner which looked
their paper; and we now notice this fact to known Tongues. [Correspondence of the Jour- peculiarly wild, and unquestionably contributed

To pretend that they are
Atheists, would be like saying they are AntiCartesians. They are neither for Des Cartes,
nor against him ; they are no more than children. An infant is neither Atheist nor Deist;
he is nothing.? Would either Bayle or Voltaire have written now as they did write, before
modern discovery and more frequent intercourse
with pagan nations had established the fact,
that there is no nation, however low in the
scale of intelligence, that does not believe in the
existence of a rewarding and avenging Power ?
Are there not some persons, who, from mere
vanity, and the pride of broaching bold opinions, and the ambition to obtain the name of
reformers, affect a belief which they have not
power to plant in their own consciences 1 Will
not the love of notoriety sometimes allure men
to appear worse than they really are 1
The
Philosophical Creed? says ?? The
whole duty of man consists in living as long'as
he can, and promoting as much happiness as he
can while he lives 1? We would fain know
who has imposed this
duty? upon man ?
According to the language of the Creed, God
is all and all is God, and God and Nature are
synonymous terms. By what right does a portion of Nature demand of another portion of
Nature the performance of a duty ? The metaphysics of this philosophy are altogether too
sublime for our shallow comprehension. For
the Atheist (we beg pardon?the Pantheist) to
talk of duty is absurd ; there can be no such
thing as duty or obligation, in a universe where
all is one and the same thing; there can be no
moral or philosophical distinction between right
and wrong; there can be nothing right nor
nothing wrong; or, perhaps all is right and all
is wrong. To this notion that it is man?s duty
to live as long as he can, as a part of the Philosophical Creed? we have never met with a
parallel; and we cannot conceive by what process of reasoning a philosopher could arrive at
such a belief, unless he belonged to the school
honest Launcelot
of that astute moralist,
Gobbo,? in whose mind
the fiend? and his
conscience? held a philosophical disputation
upon his duty of running away from the Jew,
his master. Seriously, it appears to us that
this admission of man?s
duty to live as long
as he can,? is equivalent to an admission that
there is a Power, existing somewhere, that is
superior to man?a Power, ?to use the language of M. Montaigne?to which alone knowledge and wisdom appertain ; that alone which
can form any estimate of itself, and from which
we purloin whatever we value ourselves upon.?
God permits not anv being but himself, to
be truly wise. ?Boston Courier.
never heard of him.
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| of Charleston, Apostolic Legate of the Holy
See, had a special audience from the President
of Hayti, and, after the usual complimentary
(forms, addressed His Excellency in the following manner:?
Excellent Sir,
It is to me a subject of regret, that the imperfect manner, in which I speak the French
language, prevents me from expressing those
sentiments, as I would wish, which I am so
| anxious to convey on the part of the Holy See,
of which I have the honour to be the unworthy

[

considerably to the effect. Behind the getter up their youthful minds should receive any preposof this theatrical concern, and at a short distance session or bias in favour of Romanism : rather
from the platform, six seats or chairs of an antique lest they should abate any of that hatred and
form were placed, and all of them were occupied animosity which are entertained and cherished
by those among the followers of the chief, who towards the Catholic church.
had either been remarkable for their violence of
Gentlemen, it is truly painful to hear those
belief, or the extent of their pockets and credu- ;! taunts and insults heaped upon Catholics, from
lity. These persons are called elders, brothers every point of the Union. And it must be more
and exhorters. I had scarcely concluded my in- than painful to the few Catholics in Lexington.
spection of the place, before the senior of these We are here an unoffending people; and yet
personages arose from his seat with much
j both the pulpit and the press cease not to manity, and after reading a verse in the Bible, pro- lign and slander our religion.
Whether we
ceeded to deliver an exhortation upon mercy.? enter into the meeting-houses or take up the
He was also followed by all the others in succes- Luminary to peruse its columns, we find our
sion, and who selected points of Scripture as the church assailed and our institutions blackened :
basis of their observations. On the conclusion of j?We discover the vile tongue of the detractor
their discourses, each lasting about a quarter of or the pen dipped in the gall of bitterness doing
an hour, the High Priest got up from Ids luxuritheir deadly work. God knows that we have
ous position, advanced to the Bible, and opening [been, for several years past, labouring under
it, read a chapter, selected a verse for his text, almost every disadvantage with regard to reliand commenced his sermon. He had not progion. And now, when an effort is about to be
ceeded more than ten minutes, before I was star- made for our benefit and the benefit of the litled and horrified with one of the most alarming beral part of the community, a Presbyterian
shrieks I ever heard, rapidly followed by some press must sound the tocsin of alarm, to awake
unknown sound, in a powerful and shrill female the watchmen of Zion to their posts. In other
voice, and then gradually dying away in (I pre- il words, the writer of the illiberal article alluded
sume) an intended translation. Though I had to, (whom, by the bye, I strongly suspect to be
expected to hear the tongues,? and was per- |l a Presbyterian Preacher) seems anxious to
fectly prepared for some outlandish cries and thwart all measures favourable to the Catholic
screaming gibberish, yet I assure you I was quite interest in Lexington, by appealing to the hiterrified when these unearthly sounds fell upon [ goted and prejudiced of the city, that they may
my ears. I cannot give any accurate idea of their ; continue the unhallowed work of defamation.
nature, character, or effect. They must be heard
What can they possibly have to fear from a
?they cannot be described. I was not alone in [ few females, who come here for the purpose of
my sensations. Several females shrieked, many | imparting to the rising generation of their sex,
fainted, some got into hysterics, and the men ap- those literary advantages, which are calculated
peared so completely paralyzed, that it was some to advance the reputation of our city, and make
minutes before they were capable ofrendering the her distinguished amongst the cities of the
sufferers any assistance. During the whole of Union ?
To the principle they can have no
this extraordinary scene, the speaker stood un- objection whatever. Their only ground of opmoved, and when those who were frightened had position consequently must arise from their hosbeen removed and quite restored, he continued tility to the Catholic church, of which the Sishis discourse as if nothing had occurred to give ters are members. Thus the interest of Lexhim any interruption. The words, so far as I ington, the advantages to be derived to the
remember them were these : Cheios Cheios
young ladies of the place, and a thousand other
Cheios
Zegara Zegara lnesta Ltmick important benefits arising from such an instiReminter
And then bursting tution, must be all sacrificed to religious ranZegaro."
forth: ?IT FLOWS?IT FLOWS?DRINK
cqur and malice. Ido hope that the citizens,
YE?DRINK YE?BE YE FILLED?BE YE at least all the liberal part of them, will rise up,
FILLED ?Let it flow Let it Jlow Let it Men masse, and frown into contemptuous obliflow.? I have endeavoured, by underscoring this vion, such low, degrading feelings. For the
nonsense to show you how the cadences were arj honour of Lexington, I must say that I have
ranged ; but your imagination must fill up for the heard many of the most respectable and distinear, from the very scanty and trivial information guished individuals, express the strongest diswhich lam enabled to give the eye. I record Ij approbation of their course, and I have no doubt
the stuff, also, because I wish you to judge of its j whatever but they will show it, by giving the
true character.
j school their whole patronage, the illiberal inand attack of the Luminary, to the
sinuation
[From the Catholic Telegraph.]
contrary, notwithstanding. For ray own part,
Messrs. Editors ?Some few weeks since, | I am decidedly of the opinion, that every possithe Western Luminary, (a Presbyterian Paper |j ble exertion should be made to put down so inof this city) treated its readers to a delicious vidious a system ?to crush so hideous a raonmorceau, under the caption of Popery in Kenster. And I am persuaded, (if public opinion
tucky.? The Sisters of Charity formed one of j; be any criterion for inquiring correctly) it will
the items of this lucubration.
The writer be done.
seemed to be dreadfully alarmed at the rumour
The citizens should not brook the idea, that
which is afloat, pf their being located in Lexone sect should monopolize all the power and
ington. It is true that the branch of this insti- influence of our city. It would be prejudicial
tution, which has laboured so successfully and jto our institutions. We would, even under our
honourably at St. Catharine?s, Scott Co., for the happy and free constitution, regret it, perhaps,
last six or seven years, is about to be transfer- when it would be too late. When the enemy
red to this place. But I cannot, for the life of once gains the ascendancy and lords it over us,
me, opine the cause of his fear. I can assure it is difficult to strip him of his power. The
him, that he need be under no apprehension only means, in my opinion, left us, to encourage
from them ; for although they and their supeliberal institutions of learning?to foster and
riors who send them, are in communion with protect their growth, that they may yield a harthe Beast,? yet their forheads are as smooth vest of virtuous, intelligent and liberal minded
as those of the ladies of Lexington. Moreover citizens. The well known usefulness, the exlie has. full time to pluck up courage, for report pansive views and generous conduct of the Sissays, they will not arrive here before the Ist tcrs of Charity, in Europe and America, give
of May. And even then I see no cause for us every reason to believe, that the General
alarm ; for he may rest assured that he will not | School which they intend to conduct in this
be obliged to relinquish his license to preach, in city, will be of this description.
order to settle a point of honour with them, beWishing them, therefore, every success in
cause the sisters, being defenceless, will not actheir undertaking, I have the honour to subYours, &c.
C. G.
cept a challenge. But I forgot. The Sisters scribe myself
of Charity are about to commence a female
school in Lexington. Ah ! this then must have
BISHOP ENGLAND IN HAYTI.
been the cause of his fears. So says the wriOfficial.
January
Telegraph
1834.]
26,
ter himself. Hence arose his unmanly, unchaof
[Translations from the
Port-au-Prince.
ritable and illiberal hint to the citizens, to be
on their guard against them?to be cautious in
Monday, the 20th inst. at 4 o?clock, in the
entrusting their daughters to their care, lest afternoon, the Right Rev. Dr. England, Bishop
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I wmuld wash to describe, in an adequate
manner, the peculiar interest which the Holy
Father takes in the prosperity of the Republic
of Hayti, not only on account of the Church of
which be is the visible head, but from the goodness of his heart, which wishes every temporal
blessing to so large a portion of the human
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family. Though the Republic be separated
from him by seas and mountains, yet, in spite
of this separation, he claims her as his children,
and embraces her with affection.
He regrets, that the efforts, heretofore made
for the establishment of religion upon a solid
basis, had not met with better success ; but he
cherishes the hope, that the efforts of the govj ernment of Hayti, associated with those of the
Holy See, and strengthened by the zeal of the
j good citizens of the Republic, would insure,
under the present circumstances, the happiest
results.
May I be permitted to mention that, with
; God?s benediction, the best means to realize
our expectation, should be the adoption of
I prompt
and efficacious measures to found a caj pable Clergy, enlightened and virtuous, and of
regulations of discipline upon principles of Catholic administration, at once simple and solid,
conformable to the best interests of the Republie of Hayti. Such a regulation would maintain the dignity of its hierarchy, and elevate
i the character of the Republic itself, in a manner truly respectable among Catholic nations.
To these observations I would wish to add
the expression of the high opinion entertained
by the Holy Father of the zeal, for religion,
manifested by the President himself, in consideration of the private virtues and public services, which have secured for Your Excellency
a distinguished place in the affection and esteem of the Holy See..
The Brief of the Pope, which I have the
honour to present to Your Excellency, conveys
the nature and extent of my mission, and will
attest the affectionate sentiments of the Holy
Father.?
To this address of the venerable Prelate, the
President of Hayti replied, that he was affected
with the sentiments which the Bishop had just
ji addressed to him in the name of the Holy Father ; that, not only as the chief magistrate of
j| the State, but as a Christian, he had always
honoured the Catholic religion, which is that of
the majority of Haytians; that he sincerely
i wished, for some time past, that some endowj ments should be made for a capable Clergy;
j that his efforts had constantly tended to the ati tainment of that object, but that they bad been
thwarted by frequent obstacles; that his joy
w as great to see that that period of time had at
T
last arrived, when his wishes would be fully
j realized for the good of humanity, for the glory
of the Catholic religion, and for the prosperity
of the Republic of Hayti; that he concurred
with as much eagerness as pleasure, in every
thing, in harmony with the constituted laws and
regulations of the Republic, that should add
lustre to the truths of Faith, and to the best
ecclesiastical discipline. His Excellency concluded by saying that he received the brief of
our Holy Father the Pope with satisfaction,
and that he should not fail, in reply, to add the
proofs of his sentiments of veneration for the
Head of the Roman Catholic Church ; that, as
to the Legate himself, he received him with
pleasure, not only as regards the important
mission with which he was charged, but by
reason of his personal virtues and philanthropy,
the celebrity of which had already preceded
his arrival in our country; and that he had
I given orders, during his stay in this capital,
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that he should be treated with that marked attention due to his character.

in an honourable manner, without restriction
and without conditions, the Republic of Hayti
as a free, sovereign, and independent State.
His Holiness wishes to meet our views. What
more can we desire ! Therefore let us pray
that the mission of Dr. England may meet with
the happiest result, and that proper arrangements, in harmony with our constitution, may
establish the edifice of religion upon a solid
basis.
We have just learned that commissioners
have been named by His Excellency the President of Hayti, to confer with the legate of the
Holy See, and that the conference will be
opened to morrow morning, the 27th.

To our dear Son, the illustrious and honourable Boyer, President of the Republic of
?

Hayti

?

GREGORY, XVI. Pontiff.

j

Truly dear, illustrious and honourable Son,
Grace and Apostolic Benediction.
Numerous and frequent reports, as well as
the correspondence of your ministers, have informed the chief See of Rome, which we oc-

j

!

i

|

cupy by the grace of God, of the zeal which
distinguishes Your Excellency, and of the ardent desire to see the Catholic religion flourish
and consolidated, which the constitution of the
[From the British Catholic Magazine.]
Republic of Hayti decreed the religion of the
BAPTIST MISSIONS.
state. These sentiments, so worthy of a Christian, and of an enlightened chief, have peneGentlemen ?l think your readers will be
trated us with the liveliest satisfaction, both not a little amused at a few extracts from the
because we hope that they will greatly con- Missionary Herald, published in the last numtribute to the increase of the glory of God, and her of the Baptist Magazine, for March. They
the eternal salvation of men ; and because they are taken from a report of one of the Baptist
will be for you, whom we have long since cher- preachers at Spanish Town, Jamaica, dated
ished in Jesus Christ, an honorary distinction, i last November. It is well known how much
during the whole course of your life ; and you j the government of that Island is incensed against
will merit, in eternity, great and unspeakable the dissenting preachers : and perhaps the faith
rewards. It is not that, in the past years, the and zeal of these missionaries may be soon put
Apostolic See of Rome has not exerted itself to more painful tests. But with the question of
to consult, whether by missions or corresponthe propriety of the proceedings of either pardence, the interests of Faith in the illustrious ties, I have not now to deal. I have only to
Republic of Hayti; but the changes of events, I exhibit a specimen of the qualifications of the
the distance, the many circumstances, have reslaves whom these preachers consider most
tarded all this until now, to establish anything hopeful converts to Baptist principles. Brother
solid or definite. To-day, then, we have final- Dendy and Brother Taylor assisted Brother
ly determined to send near your Excellency, Clarke, the writer, in the godly task of examour legate, the venerable brother, John Eng- ! ining a large number of candidates for Bapland, Bishop of Charleston, in the United States [ tism. Brother Clarke considered it interesting
of America, whose fidelity, talents, and piety are to report some of the answers of a few of the
known, in order to consult with Your Excellen- Catechumens ; and so I shall give them,? says
cy on the affairs of the Catholic Religion for he,
as taken down during the examinations,
the entire extent of the Republic of Hayti ; to j by Brother Dendy. You will please to bear in
deliberate with you concerning the selection of mind that many more questions were put to
each than what are here given, and that satispastors, who will be proposed for our appointment, to form a capable clergy, to establish factory testimony was borne by those that knew
ecclesiastical discipline, to provide for the spi- them, to their general conduct.? The reader
ritual wants of the people ; in fine, that, by the will please further to bear in mind that I do
countenance and assistance of Your Excelnot collect all the precious fragments given hy
lency, the object of our ardent desires and Brother Dendy ; I only select a few of the
solicitations,
our aforesaid legate may choicest morsels.
pressing
execute this great work with success, and with- J
Joanna Thomas, a blind slave.
out any obstacles ; we have invested him with
Q. What made you first think of praying
the necessary authority of the Holy See, and to God !
we earnestly recommend him to you in order
A. Sister Davis spoke to me, and say, massa
that he may find, in your exalted station, aid Jesus was good.
and protection. In the meantime, and in this
Q. How do you expect to be saved !
hope, we extend, with all our heart, to Your |
A. By massa Jesus? blood.
Excellency, and the Republic which you govQ. Do you love sin !
ern, the Apostolic benediction.
A. Me feel hate to it, me no love sin ; me
Given at St. Peter?s in Rome, and sealed used to love quarreling, fighting, and me no live
with the seal of the fisherman, the 20th of May, married.
1933, and the third of our Pontificate.
Q. What book do you love best ?
GASPAR GASPARINI.
A. The Bible.
Q. Why do you love the Bible !
On Sunday morning, 19th inst., we heard of
A. There?s no book like the Bible, it tell me
the arrival of the venerable Bishop of Charles- true.
ton. Landing without any pomp or display,
Q. Do you think you believe in Jesus
the prelate, worthy of the primitive times of Christ !
Christianity, immediately repaired to thechurch,
A. Yes.
where he made himself known to the Vicar- I Q. Where is he now ?
General. Father Joseph Salgado hastened to
A. Massa Jesus all about; he is in heaven,
announce the arrival of the Bishop to the govand all in the church.
ernment; and forthwith orders were given that
Q. Suppose you were not to he baptized,
every mark of attention should be bestowed. nor to take bread and wine before you die,
The clergyman?s house was adorned with suita- you get to heaven ?
ble furniture, and every thing was so regulated
A. Baptism no take me to heaven, blood of
as to render his stay in our capital agreeable massa Jesus, so, so, (alone) can save me.
and satisfactory.
The reader will perhaps wonder why so acThe authentic documents, which we have complished a Christian should ever be baptized
published to-day in the official part of our pa- at all. But let us attend to another.
per, will give to our readers an idea of the misRobert Hailey a free man about 70.
sion which Dr. England is charged to accomQ. How long have you been concerned
plish in'Hayti. The gospel, in proclaiming about your soul ?
union among men, and equality before God,
A. Been praying two years.
abolishes the privileged class invented by desQ. Are there more Gods than one ?
potism, destroys those distinctions of colours
A. One God, three persons.
ordained by pride, and breaks the shackles
Q. W ho is God the Son ?
forged by avarice. It belongs to the Vicar of
A. God and man, massa Jesus.
Jesus Christ to be above prejudices, which still
Q. Why do you desire to be baptized!
check the spirit of philanthropy among nations,
A. Massa Jesus commands.
which boast of their superior knowledge and of
Q. Will water wash away sin ?
liberal principles. Pope Gregory XVI., in his
A. No.
[supper!
brief, dated the 20th May last, acknowledges,
Q. W hat does the bread mean at the Lord?s
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A. It puts me in mind of massa Jesus? flesh
torn on Mount Calvary.
Q. What caused you to think about your
soul !
A. A broder force me long since, and set
me off pray.
New methods, the reader will think, somewhat different from those of the apostles, and
their apostolic successors. They knew nothing
of the convenient auxiliaries offorcing broders,
to set men off pray. These discoveries belong
truly to the days of steam and percussion ma-

chinery.

An old slave woman liberated by her owner.
Would the Holy Sprit have made you
holy, if Jesus bad not died !
A. It is for Jesus? sake.
Q. Why do you wish to be baptized !
A. Massa Jesus teas baptized in water ?wish
to follow pattern, &c.
Q. What do the bread and wine used at the
ordinance of the Lord?s supper put you in mind
of!
A. Put me in mind of the flesh and the blood
of massa Jesus.
These are the works of men who in these
days deem themselves missionaries of the Gospel ! and these are the prominent ideas of their
poor deluded hearers! What can serve to bring
religion into contempt more effectually, and to
draw down odium and obloquy upon its selfstyled ministers than such a system ! I blush
to exhibit names the most awful, and tenets the
most holy, thus profanely and ridiculously associated ; but the time is surely now, when it
becomes us more than ever to avoid and abhor
profane novelties of words, and oppositions of
knowledge falsely so called, which some promising, have erred concerning the faith. 1 Tim. vi.
20.
Scrutator.
March 30, 1833.

Q.

The city of Mecca, or Mekka, is the capital of
Hedsjas, in Arabia, about fifty miles from Jidda, on
the Red Sea. It contained formerly, about 100,000
inhabitants, but its population is now set down at
?30,000. It was known to the Greeks by n.e name of
Macoraba, and is called bj the Mussulmans, OmjiAecora, or Mother of Cities, because it was the
birth-place of Mohammed. It is situated in a dry,
barren and rocky country, in a narrow valley, enclosed
by mountains. The water is brackish, and the pastures distant, and every thing unfavourable for the
support of a large population. It is two miles long,
and one broad; the streets regular and handsome,

being sanded, level and convenient; the houses of
stone, of three or four stories, built in the Persian or
Indian, rather than the Turkish style, having neat
fronts, ornamented externally with mouldings. Many
quarters are now abandoned to ruins, and of the
houses that remain, two thirds are unoccupied. Mecca is a city of the greatest celebrity among the Mohammedans, and contains the three holiest things in
the Mohammedan world,?the well Zebizf.bt, the
Caaba (or house of God,) and the Black Stone.?
Zemzem is believed, by the followers of Mohammed,
to be the identical spring which gushed forth in the
\u25a0wilderness for the relief of Hagar and Ishmael; and
marvellous efficacy is ascribed to its waters, in giving
health to the sick, imparting strength ofmemory, and
purifying from the effects of sin. The Caaba or
Kaaba, is of great antiquity. The Black Stone, the
principal wonder of the place, is said to have been
brought by the angel Gabriel, and to have been originally of a dazzling whiteness. The grand ceremony
through which the pilgrims pass is that of going seven
times round the Kaaba, kissing each time the sacred
stone. It is generally supposed to be a meteoric
stone. Forty eunuchs are at present maintained
there, by the revenues of the temple and the gifts of
the pious. Mecca is entirely supported by pilgrims
from'every part of the Mohammedan world; but the
number is now much less than formerly, owing partly
to the decay of religious zeal, and the decline of
power and wealth of the Mohammedan states; and
partly, also, to Mecca?s being subject to the incursions of the Wahabees. The commerce, now greatly diminished, consists chiefly in the productions and
manufactures of India. Notwithstanding the sacred
character of the city, it has now little reputation for
learning, and Burckhard found no book shops in the
place. No Christian is allowed to enter Mecca, and
its territory is regarded as sacred to a certain distance
round, which is indicated by marks set up. The male
Meckaways are all tattooed at the age of forty days,
to prove their origin in the holy city. Mecca was
taken by the Wahabees, in 1804, but soon after recovered by the sheriff Galib. It was again captured
in 1807, and again delivered by Mohammed Ali,
pacha of Egypt, in 1818.
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the afternoon in which she played a number of
games ofbackgammon, and made such proficiency
|that, without any assistance she won the sixth;
; game of Dr. Butler, who is an experienced player.
Knowing her to be a novice, he suggested several
alterations in her moves?these alterations she
| declined making, and the result showed the correctness of her judgment. The Doctor, a little
mortified at being beaten by a sleeping girl, tried
another game, in which he exerted all his skill.
At its close she had but three men left on the
board, and these so situated that a single move
would have cleared the whole. While she was
engaged in this game, an apple was taken from a
dish in which there were several varieties, and
held before her, but higher than her eyes. On
being asked its colour, she raised her head, like a
person who wished to see an object a little elevated, and gave a correct answer to the question.
In the lucid interval, half an hour after she
awoke from the paroxysm, it was proposed to her
to play backgammon. She observed she never
saw it played, and was wholly ignorant of the
game ; on trial it was found she could not even
set the men.?? Springfield Gazette.

-1

?

Jane C. Rider, or the Somnambulist ; by Dr. L. W. Belden.?This work
has just issued from the press of the Messrs.
Merriam, and will be found exceedingly interesting to all who are fond of investigating the science of mind, or possess a curiosity in relation to
the remarkable, physical and mental phenomena,
which are exhibited in a state of somnambulism.
The interest of this case is very much enhanced
by the extraordinary poicer of vision, possessed
by the somnambulist during her paroxysms. The
work is written in a neat, lucid and logical style ;
and the theory advanced and supported by Dr.
B. for explaining the phenomena, appears to us
perfectly rational and satisfactory. The facts
narrated, are attested by Dr. Woodward, of the
Hospital at Worcester, Drs. Stone and Baker,
Rev. Dr. Osgood, Rev. Mr. Peabody, and Hon,
Wm. B. Calhoun, and might be by many others
who witnessed them in this town. The certificates of the above named gentlemen are annexed
to the work. We take the following extract,
which is a portion of the record kept of the case,
at the Lunatic Hospital.
Dec. 13. Jane had a more interesting paroxysm than at any time before since her residence
in the Hospital. In a paroxysm the day previous, she lost a book which she could not afterwards find. Immediately on the access of the
paroxysm to-day, she went to the sofa, raised the
cushion, took up the book, and commenced reading. She read two or three pages to herself.
Her eyes were then covered with a white handkerchief folded so as to make eight or ten thicknesses, and the spaces below the bandage filled
with strips of black velvet. She then took a book
and read audibly, distinctly and correctly, nearly
a page. It was then proposed to her to play
backgammon. She said she knew nothing ol
the game, but consented to learn it. She commenced playing with the assistance of one acquainted with the moves, and acquired a knowledge of the game very rapidly. She handled
the men and dice with facility, and counted off
the points correctly. Had another paroxysm in
of

I

31 ARCH 8, 1831.

The Collectors of the funds in the different
Wards, towards building the two new Catholic

j
j

churches this summer, are requested to meet in
(the chapel next Sunday, immediately after Vespers, and give in their returns.

We acknowledge the receipt of the following
An Allegory ?lt was night.
Jerusalem
slept as quietly amid her hills, as a child upon the sums towards the same objects :
breast of its mother. The noiseless sentinel stood
From Thomas Young, $5O; Joseph Filiatro,
like a statue at his post, and the philosopher?s
5
Joseph Quigley, 4; Patrick Keefe, 5; Mi;
light burned dimly in the recesses of his chamber.
But a darker night was abroad upon the earth. chael Farrel, 2; John M?Goveran, 3 ; Rose M?A moral darkness involved the nations in its un- Guire, 2.
enlightened shadows. Reason shed a faint glimAlso, the Treasurer of Ward No. 8 acknowmering over the minds of men, like the cold and
to have received $5 from Mr. Daniel Herledges
inefficient shining of a distance star. The immortality of man?s spiritual nature was unknown, sey.
his relations to Heaven undiscovered, and his future destiny obscured in a cloud of mystery.
It was at this period that two forms of etherial
mould hovered over the land of God?s chosen people. They seemed sister angels, sent to earth
upon some embassy of love. The one was of
majestic stature, and in the well formed limbs
which her snowy drapery scarcely concealed in
her erect bearing and steady eye, were exhibited
the highest degree of strength and confidence.?
Her right arm was extended in an impressive gesture upward, where night appeared to have placed
her darkest pavilion, while on her left, reclined
her delicate companion, in form and countenance
the contrast of the other, for she was drooping
like the flower when unmoistened by refreshing
dews, and her bright but troubled eye, scanned
the air with ardent but varying glances. Suddenly a light like the sun flashed out from the
Heavens, and faith and hope hailed with exulting
songs, the ascending star of Bethlehem.
Years rolled away, and a stranger was seen in
Jerusalem. He was a meek and unassuming
man, whose happiness seemed to consist in .acts
of benevolence to the human race. There were
deep traces of sorrow on his countenance, though
none knew why he grieved, for he lived in the
practice of every virtue, and was beloved by all
the wise and good. By and bye it was rumoured
that the blind saw, the dumb spake, and the dead
leaped to life at his touch, that when he commanded, the ocean moderated its chafing tide,
and the very thunders articulated, he is the Son
of God. Envy assailed him with the charge of
sorcery, and the voice of impious judges condemned him unto death. Slowly and thickly
guarded, he ascended the hill of Calvary. A
heavy cross bent him to earth. But faith leaned
upon his arm, and hope, dipping her pinions in
his blood, mounted to the skies. ?Rural Repository.

Conversion.?The Hon. J. Elmsley, of the Canadian Legislature, has abjured the errors of Protestantism, and embraced the Catholic faith. The Canadian Correspondent thus alludes to the circum-

stance.
The Hon. J. Elmsley?s conversion to Catholicity,
(the faith of his forefathers) has occasioned a pamphlet
against the doctrine of Transubstantiation. The writer is no less a personage than the Honorable and

CONDESCENSION.

In addition to the above donation towards the
church, Mr. Hersey will, if in health, on the
completion of the same, and requested by the
Bishop, make sale of the new Vews,free of any
expense to the church.
new

Thomas Kiernan, is appointed Collector for
the new church in the town of Cambridge.
The duties of the Catholic clergy in Boston,
for the three last weeks, have been excessively
severe. Scarcely have they had an hour?s rest,
except what is allowed to repose at night, during
the whole time. Nearly three thousand individuals have already availed themselves of these days
of mercy and benediction, and returned to their
God?and the confessionals exhibit yet no sign
of diminution in the crowd of penitents that attend them. May they all prove steadfast in their
faith, and in the good resolutions they have taken!
We call the attention of our readers to two articles on Atheism inserted in our columns to-day.
They arc well worth their perusal.
We have just received the continuation of the
manuscript copy of the book of Ceremonies, ordered to be printed by the first Provincial Council at Baltimore. The work will now be prosecuted without further delay, and with vigour until the whole shall have been completed.
We are happy to perceive that our efforts to
induce Irishmen to avail themselves.of the naturalization law, have been attended with some effect. Several individuals, we are informed, have
lately come forward and declared before the proper
authorities, their intentions of becoming citizens.
There are, at least, a thousand who might do
the same to-morrow, and were they aS well aware, as
we are, of the incalculable advantages, that would
result both individually and collectively from their
following our advice on this subject, we are confident that they would not hesitate for one moment. Irish charitable and literary societies may be
formed, both excellent in themselves,but until the
Irishman can claim with the native American an
equality of civil rights, he will not have advanced
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Venerable John Strachan, D. D., L. L. D., Executive
and Legislative Councillor and Archdeacon of York.
The Roman Catholic Bishop, residing here, has been
presented with a beautifully bound copy, and the author?s compliments. It remains to be seen how His
Lordship will digest this extraordinary mark of

i

Account
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We have always held the Venerable Archdeacon
in his character as Clergyman, in the highest respect,
and it is therefore with considerable reluctance, we
are constrained to say that his pamphlet has no title
to originality?that it has been conceived in bad taste
and is sustained by bad argument. We are rather
surprised, too, that he did not calculate the consequences of evoking the angry spirit of polemical dissension in this Province, and of outraging the feelings of the Irish Catholic inhabitants, (by no means
a contemptible body) in assailing one of the most venerable and venerated dogmas of their ancient faith,
for which their forefathers suffered centuries of persecution in their native land, and for which they themselves, notwithstanding the learned Doctor?s pamphlet, would shed the last drop of their blood.
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hour.?The
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of Protestantism
celebrated Molines, to whom
the Protestants, on account of his eloquence,
gave the name of the Protestant Fletcher,
asked, one day, a Catholic Priest, whether
among the dying, whom he assisted, there were
ever any who entertained doubts or uneasiness
respecting the truth of their religion ? No,
answered the priest, they regret only that they
have not always lived up to its injunctions.
As for the religion itself, I never met with any
who had the smallest doubt about it. Well,
replied Molines, I have not found that such is
the case among us. Among the d}'ing, many
have often asked me, Sir, are we right in our
religion ? Yes, yes, I said always to them, be
easy, and undisturbed on that point. But,
alas! Sir, he added, I gave, or endeavoured to
give them a conviction, in those trying moments, which I did not feel myself. Molines
himself became afterwards a Catholic. The
circumstance of feeling a want of conviction,
like Mol ines, is, I am convinced, not uncommon among the well instructed members of the
Protestant church. Would that like him too,
they would labour to remove it!
It was the opinion of Dr. Johnson, that the
conversion of a Catholic to the Protestant religion could not be sincere and lasting, while
he thought, equally, that the conversion of a
Protestant to the Catholic religion would have
both the qualities of sincerity and durability.
This opinion is mentioned by Boswell, with his
own glossary upon it. Sir William Scott, says
Boswell, informs me, that he heard Johnson
A man who is converted from Protessay,
tantism to Popery may be sincere, he parts
with nothing, he is only superadding to what he
had already. But a convert from Popery to
Protestantism gives up so much of what he has
held as sacred as any thing that he retains;
there is so much laceration of mind in such a
conversion, that it can hardly he sincere and
lasting.??? The truth of this observation,?
adds Boswell,
may be confirmed by many
arid eminent instances, some of which will occur to most of my readers.?
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considera- at least seven days before the setting of the
is
tion, which it should be his pride and continued Court of Common Pleas, where the action the
or if the suit is before a Justice of
endeavour to attain. We again express our hopes, brought,four
days before the day of trial, that,
Peace,
that there are public-spirited Irishmen enough at said trial, he shall take the poor debtor?s
among us, to interest themselves for their coun- oath ; or such notification in writing may be
trymen and urge them to the adoption of a mea- filed in the Clerk?s office, at least seven days
Court, or with the Jussure, the advantages of which are so very evident. before the setting of the
the day of trial.

i
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one step towards that respectability and

|

tice, at least four days before
And if upon the trial of the action, it shall be
found that the defendant is indebted to the
plaintiff in the sum of ten dollars or more, exof all costs, the Court or the Justice,
shall, at his request, administer to him the poor
debtor?s oath, in manner and form as is now
required to be done before Justices of the Peace,
?or the defendant may acknowledge the demand in Court, and immediately submit to the
examination and administration of the oath, all
fees for the administration thereofto be included in the costs of the suit, and in such case execution shall not run against the body of the defendant. Provided nevertheless, that the plaintiff may at any time before the administration
of the oath, object thereto, and move for leave
to prove that the defendant has property to the
value of at least ten dollars, not exempted by
law from attachment and execution ; and in
such case, the defendant shall be entitled to one
continuance, and shall plead that he is not able
|to pay the demand. And upon the trial of this
issue, if it shall be found that the defendant has
property not exempted by law from attachment
and execution, to the value of ten dollars, or
more, execution shall run against his body for
such part of the demand only as he has been
proved able to pay; but, if in such case it shall
not be found that the defendant has such property to the value of ten dollars, execution shall
not run against his body.

| |

Newburyport.?A great excitement is raging in this town. Orthodox, Methodists and
Baptists, seem to be vicing with each other, to
see who shall make the most noise and disturbance, and drive the greatest number of people
to despair. Protracted meetings have been
kept up from week to week, by the different
sects. The town never was thrown into such
complete disorder before on the subject of religion. All this passes for religion. If the system of protracted meetings is again to be pressed as it was a few years ago, we shall expect
to hear of many new cases of insanity and suicide. No wonder that infidels make a sport of
all religion, when Christians themselves set it
forth in so ridiculous a light.? Trumpet.

i

j

j j
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thousand tons of coal per annum may be furnished from these coal quarries. Pottsville,
situated in an adjacent valley, is a considerable
town, entirely built up within five years, by the
profuse expenditures made for the construction
of railroads and canals, and for the purchase
of the lands containing coal.? Practical Tourist.
Senator from Virginia.?The Richmond Compiler states that on the 26th ult. Benjamin Watkins
Leigh, Esq. was elected by the Legislature of that
State to the Senate of the United States in place of
Mr. Rives, by a majority of fifteen votes.??
?

Sacked Scripture and General Councils.
?Catholic divines teach that every tittle in the
holy Scriptures is sacred, divinely inspired, and
the word of God dictated by the Holy Ghost.
Even the definitions of general councils do not
enjoy an equal privilege ; they are indeed the
oracles of an unerring guide in the doctrine of
faith, which guide received, together with the
Scriptures, the true sense and meaning of the
articles of faith contained in them ; and by the
special protection of the Holy Ghost, invariably
preserves the same by tradition from father to
son, according to the promises of Christ. But
the church receives no new revelations of faith,
and adds nothing to that which was taught by
the apostles. S ecor| dly, its decisions are not
supernaturally infallible in matters of faith.?
Nor do Catholics say, that its expressions,even
in decisions of faith, are strictly dictated by the
Holy Ghost, or suggested from him, by any
immediate revelation or inspiration ; but only
that the church is directed by his particular
guidance, according to his divine truth revealed
and delivered to his church by the apostles.

j
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Protracted Meeting at Chelsea. ?We
have heard much said of a protracted meeting
recently held at Chelsea. Great exertions were
made by the orthodox ; but alas ! alas ! they
say, without effect. Mr Fairchild, of South
Boston, made no small display. We expect,
from appearances, that protracted meetings are
to be forced to a very great extent during the
coming season. Mr. Holman, of Saugus, delivered a discourse on Counting the cost, of
which a brief account has been sent us by a
friend.? lbid.
You see, my friends, that it costs a great
deal to be a Christian ; but it costs a great deal
more to be a sinner. Most men are more willing to spend their money in some favourite sin,
than to help support ministers or missionaries.
Men go to the theatres or ball-room, without
counting the cost. But the moment you ask
them to support the gospel, they say they cannot afford it?that it costs too much. 'But would
it cost too much, think you, to have your souls
saved in the day of judgment ? Others, generally, are more willing to pay something and
work for the Devil, than to become Christians.
Yes, some men will get up in the morning and
work hard all day for the Devil, and think nothing about it. But they cannot help the cause
of religion, because it costs so much. But, ray
friends, I will venture to say that where one
man spends one dollar in the cause of religion,
they spend ten in the cause of the Devil. But
let the sinner count the cost before he dies, for
he will see written over the gate of hell and on
the gate post, the words cost ! cost! and on
the key that turns the bolt that locks him in bis
dismal cell, he will see in plain characters, the
word cost! And on every nook and corner in
hell, be will see painted the words
!
cost! ! ! And as the smoke ascends from the
bottomless pit, he may see in every curl the
words cost ! cost ! ! cost !! ! And after the
sinner has suffered in hell for ages, he will inquire of the watchman, ?what of the night??
He will answer, count the cost. When ages and
ages shall have rolled over him, he will again
inquire of the watchman, What of the night ??
Does the sign of morn appear ? He will answer, No?this is eternity.?
The above extract is a very fair specimen of
the pulpit oratory of these protracted meetings.
?Eds. Jesuit.
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cost! cost!
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Legislative. ?ln the House of Representatives on Wednesday, a bill in addition to an act to
abolish imprisonment for debt, come up for

consideration.

,|

The first section of the bill provides, That
from and after the fourth day of July next, no
person shall be arrested, held to bail or imprisoned on mesne process, for any debt or demand contracted subsequently to that day.
The second section provides, That in any
civil action founded on any debt contracted
subsequently to said fourth day of July, the defendant may notify the plaintiff or his attorney,
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Coal Mines.? The anthracite coal mines of
Pennsylvania may be classed among the wonders of the world ; for there are here whole
mountain-tops covered with carbon. Scarcely
a thin turf presses upon the silvery masses of
the coal on some of these tracts, where it is dug
or quarried in the open air, under the blue vault
j of heaven, instead of being excavated from mines
beneath the dark vaults of overhanging dripping
rocks. The rays of the sun, and not the miner?s
glimmering lamp, afford light to the labourers.
One of the mountains near the river Lehigh,
which I visited in the autumn of the year 1830,
! appeared to be covered with a crust of coal,
varying in thickness from ten to forty feet.?
From only one small tract of less than twenty
acres, had this crust of coal been removed to
the bare rock, forming the substratum, leaving
a chasm of the depth of the thickness of the
vein, surrounded by perpendicular cliffs of the
pure untouched coal, which glittered in the sunbeams like magic walls of polished jet. The
superstratum of turf and soil, and the fragments
of rocks which form the superficial coat, are
removed from above the upper surface of the
mass of coal, by railway wagons, which descend a few hundred yards to the brow of the
mountain, from whence their loads are shot
forth, to fall several hundred feet, with a noise
resounding amid the surrounding silent forest,
like the crash of thunder. The empty wagons
are drawn back to the summit of the mountain
by the toilsome labour of mules, who descend
again, however, without effort, in their little
moveable stables or pens, mounted on wheels.
The conductor stated that these animals have
become so habituated to riding down, that they
will evince their mulish disposition if deprived
of the expected pleasure, and will endeavour to
step into their pens to lie down, rather than to
budge on foot to the bottom of the mountain.
They actually appear to take vast satisfaction
in their ride, with their ears erect, and long
faces peering gravely out at the sides, like passengers in a stftge coach, to enjoy the prospect.
The spectacle of a number of mules, thus transposed from the usual station in the harness, to
the dignified situation of inside passengers, travelling with greater speed than that of a mail
'coach, produces an effect so truly ludicrous, as
inevitably to produce, ft smile. The agent cali culates san'guinely that three or four hundred

England.
Claims of Dissenters.
The Dissenters
throughout the country are determined to make
a great effort to obtain the removal of their
We copied an article from the
grievances.
Leeds Mercury of Saturday last, in which it is
intimated that they intend memorialising Ministers on the subject of their claims, that they
may not be overlooked during the concoction
of the meditated church reform. It was said
by Voltaire, that the English resembled a barrel of their own ale?that the top was froth
the middle excellent?and the bottom dregs.?
Since the time of the French wit, the lower orders have become much improved, and are no
longer the church and king rabble that they
then were. But if the middle be the best, the
Dissenters form the great majority of that division of the population ; and as the Reform Bill
has given the chief power in elections to the
middle class, the Dissenters have only to proceed with their usual perseverance and wise
adaptation of means to ends, and they must be
successful. They are, we believe, quite aware,
to use the language of the Leeds Mercury, that
?on this subject members will require, to, be
pressed ; and it is not wonderful that they
should, seeing how powerful and bigotted a
hierarchy they will have to oppose.? The
Christian Advocate of Monday last observes on
this subject:?
These are not times for Dissenters to trim
and halt between two opinions. The battle has
begun, and neutrality and indifference must not
be allowed. Hesitancy is out of the question ;
a judgment must be formed and a side taken.
The Dissenters are determined upon the entire
and absolute separation of the church from the
State. Nothing less than this will or ought to satisfy them ; for, as it is well and correctly said in
the address delivered by Mr. Binney, on laying
the first stone of the New King?s Weigh House,
a place of worship intended for the use of a congregational church, of which he is the pastor,
the established church is a great national evil;
it is an obstacle to the progress of truth and
godliness in the land ; it destroys more souls
than it saves ; and, therefore, its end is most
devoutly to be wished, by every lover of God
and man.? This is the truth, whatever some
half-hearted temporising Dissenters may say ;
and we rejoice to know that, the principles of
religious liberty are beginning to be fully understood and appreciated throughout the land,
?

?
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in the length and breadth of it. The following
aphorism is hourly acquiring vigour and ascendancy in this kingdom-? ?? As in civil affairs,
according to the principles of the British Constitution. taxation without representation is tyranny ; so, in religion, compulsory payments to
a church from which we conscientiously dissent, is of the nature of persecution ; and the
exclusive patronage by the state of one sect, is
injustice.' The practical grievances, for the removal of which the Dissenters are preparing
petitions, are :?An Abolition of all exactions
from Dissenters for the support of the church ;
an admission to all the National Seminaries of
Education ; the right of Marriage without the
church service or the payment of fees to a clergyman ; the right of burial in parochial burying
grounds, their own ministers officiating; a general Registration of Births.? Morning; Chroni-
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obeyed by them with a willingness and strictness,
Foreign
which no decree of the Russian Autocrat can comParis papers of the 29th January, containing
mand within his empire. These are really the People,
jlt is due to the forbearing of O?Connell alone,that tithes London dates of the 27th, have been received at
New York by the packet ship Henry IV.
(the minister?s money) are now paid to the Irish meSpain.?On the 16th January a most
tropolis. If he had willed it, the Catholics would
daring
have acted on his suggestion, and the rectors of Dub- j and deep rooted conspiracy of the Carlist party
lin would now be like their brethren of the country?- ji was discovered. The plan was to destroy the
mendicants at the Treasury. In a great crisis they Queen Regent, her two
daughters, the Infant,
would act, and at such a time, O'Connell would rely Don
Francis, fyis wife, and all

News.
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them alone.? Tait?s Magazine for November.

On Tuesday the Marchioness Wellersley and Miss
| Caton attended the celebration of High Mass in the
church of Saint Francis Xavier, Upper Gardiner street.

A most impressive sermon was preached on the occasion by the Reverend P. Kenney. Madame D?Alberti and the first performers in this city aided by
their talents on this solemn and interesting occasion.
The congregation was very numerous.

!

Dublin,

|

Ireland.

The Irish Brigade.?Extract of a letter from
Lisbon, received in Cork on Tuesday: ?Many of
the gallant Irish have already fallen in this cause
Cotter gave up his life at Oporto, and on the sth September and 16th October, the same happened to a
great number of his noble countrymen, a soldier?s
grave, amid the vineyards of Portugal?may a Christian s rest be their?s?they fought as became patriots,
and died as became men; no battallion could conduct
itself with more propriety in the camp, or greater
vigour in the field, and to them and the band of English and French, who enlisted in the Queen?s caus e,

21.? Absenteeism County of
Kilkenny. ?We liave already called public atDec,

=

in spite of all the praises heaped on Portuguese gallantry and firmness, is she indebted for the victories
obtained 'to this moment. If her foreign troops were
now to resign, the cause would still be lost. I am
informed that the, wounded of the Irish regiment will
be amply provided for by the Emperor.?
The Manifestation in Ireland.? The Rev. Mr.
Tait, (son, we believe of the prophet) is now in Belfast, earnestly and indefatigably propagating the doctrines, if we may call them doctrines, which have so
much amazed and bothered the Edinburgh Presbytery.
We have to state also that he has already gathered
around him a great number of followers, from among
the good and pious people of Belfast and its neighbourhood. Whole families have in some instances
felt themselves constrainedby the spirit to rally around
the person of the inspired man ; and many God fearing young ladies have given in their adherence with
the most laudable zeal. We have not heard that there
has been as yet any striking external manifestation ;
but as the reverend man aforesaid labours earnestly,

|

tention to the statements of a correspondent of
the Morning, Herald, respecting the withering
effects of absenteeism in the county of Kiikenny. We publish this day a letter from the same
intelligent correspondent?whose views and
sentiments so strongly contrast with those of
the ordinary Irish newsgatherers of that paper
?containing a list of the absentee proprietors
of that county, including those who reside altogether out of Ireland, and those who merely
visit their estates on gale days, to extract the
last farthing from the wretched, and, perhaps,
famishing occupier of the soil. The total number of the list is eighty-jive, whilst the resident
proprietors of any note, and who are eligible to
serve as grand jurors, are but forty.
The writer states, as an ascertained fact,
that upwards of two-thirds of the entire rental
of the county is drained by absentees ! ! Who
will wonder, after this expose, that agrarian outrages should prevail amongst an impoverished
population, so completely abandoned by those
who should encourage industry, and thus promote habits of order and tranquillity amongst
them I
In the list of proprietors generally absent
from the county of Kilkenny, but residing in
some parts of the empire,? some names are
mentioned as exceptions to the class generally.
The case of Lord Rathdowne is particularly
referred to. This nobleman is a high Conservative ; but his tenantry, who are almost all
Catholics, are in easy and comfortable circumstances ; and, because they are thus placed
above the temptations to insubordination, not a
single Whitefoot has ever been found amongst
them ! In this portion of the list there are some
most benevolent and patriotic Irishmen, such
as Mr. Charles Rutland and Alderman M?Kenny, who, although not residing on the property
they happen to hold in the particular district,
yet expend their incomes in this country, and
fulfil all their social duties in a manner the
most exemplary.
A return similar to that respecting Kilkenny,
from every other county in Ireland, would be
a work of great public utility.

;
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as strong premonitory symptoms, such as groanings and the like, have been observed, wc have little
doubt that before long it shall be our duty to try our
skill at reporting the mutterings or shoutings of the
happy individuals of our town, on whom the gifts may
most abundantly fall.? Northern Whig.
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The Infidel?s Test. ?ln the United States
of America, infidelity found an active champion
in the well-known Colonel Allen, who made an
\u25a0open profession of his disbelief in revealed reliIt happened that a daughter of the Cologi°n.
nel?s, to whom he was much attached, fell sick.
During the progress of her illness, Dr. Elliot
was one day dining with the Colonel, and after
having adjourned to the Colonel?s library, some
infidel and deistical publications were introduced by the Colonel to the Doctor?s notice. While
they were occupied in looking at them, a servant came to announce to the Colonel, that an
alarming change had taken place in his daughter, and that his presence was required in her
bed-room. Thither he went, accompanied by
Dr. Elliot. As he approached her bed-side,
she took his hand and said, ?Father! I feel
that my end is drawing near. Tell me, I entreat you, am I to believe what you have taught
me, or what I have learnt from my mother.??
Her mother was a sound and sincere Christian,
and had spared no opportunity of instilling
Christian truths into the mind of her child. The
father paused for a moment; he fixed his eyes
on his dying child ; his countenance changed ;
his frame was observed to be convulsed to its
centre ; while his quivering lips could scarce
give utterance to the words, Believe, my child,
what your mother has taught you.? The strngglc was too great ; the conflict between the
pride of human reason and the swelling of parental affection in the heart, was more than he
could bear, and even over his stubborn mind
the truth prevailed. Irish Paper

i

Tithes Repeal.?The patriots of the united parishes of Kilcash and Gammonsfield, will
meet on Sunday week, and petition parliament
on those subjects. The flame has been kindled
?the fire of agitation burns?it can never be
extinguished, until Irishmen shall obtain their
rights. Parliament will meet in the course of
six weeks ; where is the parish that will allow
its name to be sullied with the reproach of not
having done its duty ! Now or never ! ! !
Tipperary Free Press.
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Parties in Dublin.?Next to the liberal Protestants, in station, are the Catholics, possessors of small
properties, members of tire various professions, traders,
and shopkeepers. These subdivide themselves into
the aristocrats and democrats?the former, few and
insignificant, the latter, numerous and determined;
gifted with great intelligence, an abundance ofpublic
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spirit; and commanding by their votes (under the reform bill) the return of the city representatives.
These are, including the Catholic clergy, to a man
O Connellites. That mighty politician's word is

his children?in
fact, to destroy all the Royal family. Many of
the most distinguished persons of all ranks, had
been arrested and thrown into prison.
The Liberals became so indignant at the conduct of the Premier, Zea Bermudez, and his
fellow ministers?by whose negligence the conspiracy had been so near being accomplished?that they repaired to the house of Zea Bermudez
on the night of the 10th, for the purpose of deli stroying him ; but being unable to find him, thev
vented their rage by destroying the furniture and
valuables. The excitement was so great that
the Queen Regent changed her government at
once, by removing all her ministers, except Zarco
Del Valle of the War Department. Martinez de
la Rosa is appointed Premier, in the Place of
Zea Bermudez; Gareit is called to the Department of Justice ; Vasquez Fiqueroa, Minister of
the Marine; and Arnalde, to the Finance Department.
France. ?Some difference has arisen between
Soult, the Minister of War, and the finance
Committee of the Chamber of Deputies, relative
to the Military establishment. Some of the committee were for reducing it to 284,000 men, but
it was declared by the Marshal that if it were reduced below 310,000, all the Ministers would resign their places. Some of the London papers
speak doubtfully of the stability of the Ministry,
and profess to believe that the late change in
Spain, will give occasion to a corresponding
movement in France ; but there is nothing which
indicates any weakness on their part, in the proceedings of the Chambers hitherto.
The Indicateur of Bordeaux of the 25th DeI cember, states, that two ordinances had been
issued by the Spanish Government for the immediate convocation of the Cortes. Letters from
Madrid of the 17th declare, that the British Government has protested against any future entry of
the Spanish troops into Portugal. The population of the capital were highly delighted at the
appointment of Martinez de la Rosa, as Prime
Minister. The port of Guretaria is in the hands
of the Carlists. Llauder, in Catalonia, has declared himself entirely satisfied with the recent
change in the cabinet.
| Portugal.? ln Portugal, on the 15th of
January, the city of Leira was taken by the
Count de Safdanha, and the whole of the Miguelite garrison, about 1590 in number, were made
prisoners. It appears that the Miguelites, from
j an apprehension that their retreat might be cut
off, gave up their strongly fortified position in the
city, and were attacked as they commenced their
retreat. It was the intention of Saldanjia to proceed to Coimbra, and then to open an unbroken
communication between Oporto and Lisbon. It
was believed that the army of Miguel in Santarem would be so much reduced by sickness and
discouragement, as to be unable to continue the
war much longer.
The Congress of Vienna was in session on the
! 22d January. An address was pronounced at
its opening by Prince Metternich, after which the
| propositions, agreed upon between Austria and
Prussia, as those to which the attention of the
body should be directed, were read by the Secretary General. It was agreed that the Congress
should meet three times a week.
Accounts from Constantinople of the 17th December, represent, that assurances had been given
to the Porte by the Emperor of Russia, on hearing of the protest of England and France against
the treaty of July, of his determination to remain
faithful to his engagements. Preparations were
forthwith made for the defence of the Dardanelles,
and troops had been ordered from various quarters to the capital. The feelings of the Turks
were highly excited against the Sultan, and it
was believed, that the arrival of the French and
English fleets at the Dardanelles would be the
signal for deposing him.
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No Roman Catholic priest shall abide in the dominion ; he shall be banished, and suffer death on his
return.

POETRY.
[Selected for the Jesuit.]
MORTALITY.
Oh ! why should the spirit of mortal be proud,
Like a fast flitting meteor, a fast flying cloud
A flash of the lightning, a break of the wave,
He passes from life to his rest in the grave.
:

?

The Gazette de France states that the immediate recall of M. de Rayneval, the French Minister at Madrid, had been decided upon, in consequence of his having aided in the removal of
M. Zea, without first having informed the French
government of his intentions. M. Decazes, was
to succeed him at the Spanish court.
A few days since certain eminent manufacturers of figures in St. Paul?s Church-yard, shipped
off for India and the Ganges, no less than five
hundred newly manufactured idols or false gods,
for sale. The profits from this pious fraud are
expected to be sufficient to make the Christian
merchants happy for the remainder of their days.
Two missionaries go out in the same ship.
According to letters from Holland, the inundations still continue to make great'ravages in
that country.
A great many works of art continue to be discovered at Pompeii. Some very fine paintings
have recently been found. Vesuvius, which has
not for several months past been completely tranquil, has begun to throw out a great quantity of
lava.
Italy.? Rome contains 60 district schools, which
are directed by laymen, and attended by about 2000
pupils, who are admitted on a monthly payment, varying from two to four shillings. There are also seven
parochial schools with 500, and seven other schools,
conducted by the regular clergy, with 2000 children,
all of whom are taught gratuitously. The sum which
the papal treasury applied to the purposes of public
education in 1831, including a grant to the Museum
and fine arts, was about 27,500/.
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! The leaves of the oak and the willows shall fade,
Be scattered around, and together be laid:
And the young and the old, and the low and the high,
Shall moulder to dust, and together shall lie.

I The

I

child that a mother attended and loved,
mother that infant?s affection that proved,
The husband that mother and infant that blest
Each?all are away to their dwelling ofrest.

Ij The

The maid on whose cheek, on whose brow, on whose
eye,
Shone beauty and pleasure?her triumphs are by
And the memory of those that loved her and praised,
Are alike from the minds of the living erased.
:

The hand of the king that the sceptre hath borne,
The brow of the priest that the mitre hath worn,
The eye of the sage and the heart of the brave,
Are hidden and lost in the depths of the grave.

I

The peasant, whose lot was to sow and to reap,
The herdsman who climbed with his goats to the steep,
The beggar that wandereth in fcarch of his bread,
Have faded away like the grass that we tread.

Collegf. of Propaganda. ?This

[

College con- The saint that enjoyed the communion of heaven,
tinues to prosper. The Students are now about a The sinner that dared to remain unforgiven,
hundred ; and it is expected that they will soon amount The wise and the foolish, the guilty and just,
to one hundred and fifty.
Have quietly mingled their bones in the dust.
The Irish College at Rome, is also on the increase.
The Students are now about forty. There were never So the multitude goes?like the flower and the weed,
so many 'lrish Students in Rome, before the present |) That wither away to let others succeed :
year.?Letter from Rome.
i So the multitude comes?even those we behold
To repeat every tale that hath often been told.
All-Saints,
Ordination.?On the festival of
Mr. I
of
Kentucky,
James Madison Lancaster, a native
For we are the same things our fathers have been,
received the Order of Subdeacon, at Rome ; and on We see the same sights that our fathers have seen,
17th
of
November,
the
the Order Deacon. The 21st We drink the same stream, and we feel the same sun,
December was fixed for his elevation to the Priesthood. And we run the same course that our fathers have run.
,

|
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It is said Joseph Buonaparte is expected to this The thoughts we are thinking our fathers would think,
Monongahela, on her next i From the death we are shrinking from, they too would
trip.
shrink,
Anecdote. ?Sterna used to call the abuse of poTo the life we are clinging to, they too would cling?
pery his Cheshire Cheese. ?Just,? he said, ?as I But it speeds from the earth like a bird on the wing.
when I have little to eat, or little to give away, I have
always recourse to my Cheshire Cheese, just so do They loved?but their story we cannot unfold ;
I act, when I have little to say, or little to give my | They scorned?but the heart of the haughty is cold ;
people 1 HAVE RECOURSE TO THE ABUSE OF POPERY. They grieved?but no wail from their slumbers may
Hence, I call it my Cheshire Cheese. It has a
come;
two-fold advantage ; it costs me very little, and I find, They joyed?but the voice of their gladness is dumb.
by experience, that nothing satisfies so well the hungry appetites of my congregation. They always deThey died?aye they died?and we tilings that are
vour it greedily, and return home gratified with the
now,
the
extolling
liberality
of
donor!? Let Who walk on the turf that lies over his brow,
repast, and
application.
Protestant
the
the liberal
make
j Who make in their dwelling a transient abode,
Meet the changes they met on their pilgrimage road.
Among the Blue Laws,? formerly in force in Connecticut, we select the following. They are amusing Yea hope and despondence, and pleasure and pain,
Are mingled together in sunshine and rain ;
specimens enough of blue legislation.?
No one shall be a freeman, or give a vote unless he And the smile and the tear, and the song and the dirge,
be converted, and a member in full communion, of Still follow each other like surge upon surge.
one of the churches allowed in this dominion.
No man shall court a maid in person or by letter, Tis the twink of an eye??tis the draught of a breath,
without first obtaining consent of her parents ; five I From the blossom of health to the paleness of death
pounds penalty for the first offence, ten pounds for From the gilded saloon to the bier and the shroud,
the second, and for the third, imprisonment during Oh! why should the spirit of mortal be proud.
the pleasure of the Court.
No one shall run on the Sabbath day, or walk in
Obituary.? At the Convent of the Carmelite Sishis garden, or elsewhere, except reverently to and
ters of Baltimore, on Saturday the Ist of February,
from meeting.
No one shall travel, cook victuals, make beds, after a lingering consumption, which she bore with
sweep house, cut hair, or shave on the Sabbath day. religious resignation and fortitude, Sister Juliana, of
No woman shall kiss her child on a Sabbath or fast- the Blessed Sacrament, alias Elleonor Hamersley,
of Charles county, Md., 51st year of her age, thirtying day.
None shall buy or sell lands, without permission of three of which she spent in religion.
the select men.
A drunkard shall have a master appointed by the
DEATHS.
select men who are to debar him from the liberty of
Bridget Riley, 24 years ; Margaret Ann M?Rady,
buying and relling.
months; Miles Alexander M'Donell, 15 years;
Whosoever publishes a lie to the prejudice of his 15
neighbour, shall be set in the stocks, or be whipped Francis York, 6 weeks.
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country in the packet ship
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STANDARD CATHOLIC BOOKS,

and for sale by Fielding Lucas, Jr.
I?. Mooney, corner of Franklin and
Streets,
Federal
Boston.
Miscellaneous. ?Doway Bible, medium 4to. Doway
Bible, royal 4to. Doway Bible, Bvo. Doway Testament, 32m0. Doway Testament 12mo. pocket edition.
Reeve?s History of the Old and New Testament, Bvo.
Homilies on the Book of Tobias. History of the Church,
by the Rev. C. C. Pise, D. D.,5 vols. Bvo. boards. Gahan?s Compendious Abstract ofthe History of the church,
1 vol. 12mo. Gother?s Papist Represented and Misrepresented. Fifty Reasons. Grounds of the Catholic
Doctrine. Meditations of St. Augustine. Manual of
St. Augustine. Soliloquies of St. Augustine. Spiritual
Retreat for eight days. Christianity, by the Right Rev.
Dr. Poynter. Life of St. Patrick. Father Rowland.
The Indian Cottage. Piety exemplified, 2 vols. 18mo.
Cochin on the Mass, 1 vol. Gobinet?s Instruction for
Youth. The Lenten Monitor. Practical Reflections, by
the Rev. Edward Peach, 1 vol. Proofs of the True
church, 18mo. Pious Christian, 12rao. Childrens?
Companion, 32m0. Baxter?s Meditations, 12mo. Truth
Triumphant, 18mo. Youth's Director, 18mo. Letters
on the Spanish Inquisition, 12mo. Invincible Reasons,
18mo. Contrite and Humble Heart, 18mo. Examination, Report and Evidence of Mrs. Mattingly, Bvo. The
Metropolitan, Bvo. Music of the church, 4to. Ward?s
Errata, Bvo. Milner?s Summary, 18mo. Gahan?s Catholic Piety, 32m0. Challoners Meditations, 12mo.
Unerring Authority, 12mo, sp. The Poor Man?s Catechism. Think Well On?t, by Dr. Challoner. A Net for
the Fishers of Men. Challoner s Catholic Christian Instructed. Fleury?s Hist. Catechism, complete. Fleury?s
Hist. Catechism, parts 1 and 2 only. Hay?s Abridgment
of the Christian Doctrine, 18mo. Catechism for the
Catholic church, i Catechism for the Catholic church,
by the Rt. B.ev. Bp. England. Notes on a Protestant
Catechism, by the author of Father Rowland. Bossuet?s
Exposition, with notes, by the Rev. John Fletcher, D. D.
Fletcher?s Comparative View. Fletcher?s Difficulties of
Protestantism. An Amicable Discussion on the church
of England, and on the Reformation in general, 2 vols.
Answer to Faber?s Difficulties of Romanism. Milner?s
End of Controversy, Bvo. Model for Young Men. Cobbett?s Hist, of the Reformation. Ward?s Cantos. Holy
Week. Lingard?s Tracts. Mrs. Herbert and the Villagers, 2 vols. Ordo for 1833, to be continued annually.
vols. 13 and 14
Lingard?s England, 14 vols. boards.
separate, which complete the work, boards. True Devonew
translation. Manning?s
tions, by the Abbe Grou,
Moral Entertainments on the Practical Truths of the
Christian Religion, 2 vols. 12mo. Hornibold's 20 Discourses on the Sacraments, 1 vol. 12mo. Gother?s Sincere Christian?s Guide in the choice of Religion, 1 vol.
18mo. Imitation of the Blessed Virgin, 1 vol; 18mo.
Review of Fox?s Book of Martyrs, 2 vols. boards. Devout Life of St. Francis, of Sales, new translation, 1 vol.
18mo. Hornibold?s 32 Discourses on the commandments,
1 vol. 12mo.
Prayer Books.? The Catholic Manual.
The Christian?s Guide. Pocket Missal. Key of Paradise. Garden of the Soul. True Piety, or the day well spent.
Poor Man?s Manual. Path to Paradise. Hohenloe?s
Prayer Book, 24rao. The Pious Guide. Vade Mecum,
or Pocket Manual
The Devout Communicant. Catechisme et Prieres, ou Abrege de la doctrine, chretienne.
Devotion
des
ou recueil des Pratiques et
Confreries,
La
Prieres. Thomas a Kempis, with reflections at the end
of each chapter, 18mo. Thomas a Kempis, 32m0. Visits to the Blessed Sacrament, and to the Blessed Virgin,
by Ligouri. Spiritual combat, 24rao. Spiritual combat,
32m0. The Soul united to Jesus, in the Adorable Sacrament. Hohenloe?s Prayer Book, 18mo.
The above may be had in a variety of fine bindings.
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INFORMATION WANTED

MR. JOHN MULLAN. He was last seen by
his brother, Patrick Mullan, August 6, 1828, in St.
John?s, Newfoundland, and has not since been heard of.
Any information respecting him, will be gratefully received by his brother Patrick, through the Editors of the
Jesuit.
March 1.

®F

INFORMATION WANTED

ANN PAYNE, wife of David Payne ; her maiden name was Fanning; she was last heard of in
1829, at Dresden, state of New York. Any information
respecting her will be gratefully received by her mother,
Catherine Fanning, through the Editors of the Jesuit.
Jan. 4.
2m.

®F

CHRISTOPHER PETERSON,
No. 91 Ann Street, Boston.

IDIBU dK£)3JID3c)

AND A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
READY MADE CLOTHING.
sale by JAMES KING, corner of Devonshire
J M and Water Streets, wholesale and retail, a large
lot of fresh kiln dried Oat-Meal.
Feb. 22.

GOLD AND SILVER CROSSES.
GOOD Assortment may be found at A. Cutler?s,
No. 217 Washington Street, opposite Franklin St.,
Boston.
Also, heavy cased Watches, Silver and Plated Spoons,
ten stripes.
Spectacles, Ear Rings, Finger Rings, Jet and Gilt
No one shall read common prayer books, keep
Buckles, Neck Chains, Seals and Keys, Thimbles, PenNOTICE.
Christmas, or set days, make minced pies, dance, play
Association of the Friends of Ireland, will hold knives, Pencil Cases, Raisors, Scissors, Tea-Pots, Cascards, or play on any instrument of music except the I/TRHE
tors and a variety of other articles of the best quality and
4L their monthly meeting, at the Columbian Hall, at low prices.
Drum, Trumpet, or Jewsharp.
on Monday evening next, the 10th inst,, at 7 o?clock,
Watches, Jewelry and Spectacles repaired.
No food or lodging shall be offered to a Quaker, P. M.
Feb. 8.
Adamite, or other heretic.
All persons who may feel favourably disposed towards
DR.
S.
H.
No.
SMITH,
11,
Atkinson
Street.
Quaker,
he shall be banished the cause of Ireland, are respectfully invited to attend.
If any person turns
March 8.
and not suffered to return but on pain of death.
RICHARD W. ROCHE, Rcc. Scc'y.
Printing neatly executed at this Office,
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